CAR AUCTIONS THROUGHOUT EUROPE

WELCOME TO BCA
British Car Auctions was founded in 1946 and was
one of the first companies in England to open up
nationwide vehicle auctions. In the very first auction,
BCA sold 14 cars.
Today, BCA still has its headquarters in England, where
we are owned by the private equity firm TDR Capital.
We are now the leading operator of digital and
physical auctions of used cars throughout Europe, and
in 2019, more than 1.5 million used cars were sold.
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BCA IN DENMARK
BCA Auto Auction A/S is located by E45, exit 59, Vejle
Ø (East), from where we offer both our well-known
auction platform and a wide range of other services
and additional products. This includes marketing,
inventory and document management, financial
management, valuation, preparation, inspection,
transport, claims management, and much more.
In Denmark, more than 35,000 cars pass through
BCA. All of this is handled by a staff of 30 employees
divided into sales, office and administration, as well as
25 employees in Operations.

BELGIUM
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BCA – EUROPE’S LARGEST CAR AUCTION
At BCA, we find new owners for your cars.
We are a complete de-fleet center and offer a range of services related to the sale of
your used vehicles. In particular, we specialise in the sale of cars for leasing companies,
rental companies, fleet owners, municipalities and other government agencies, car
dealers, and lawyer/forced sales, etc. Our goal is to make the process as easy as possible
for you as a customer – and create the best conditions for a successful sale.

Start-up guidance

•
•
•
•
•

Price data
Support and guidance
Dedicated remarketing team
Sales, registration, logistics
Tailored to your needs

BCA delivers price data and provides
support and guidance throughout the
start-up phase. Our dedicated employees
understand your specific needs and should
be seen as an integral part of your team.
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Before registration

•
•
•
•

Sparring
Valuation
Assistance with residual values
LiveInspection

Before registration, we spar about
valuation and residual values as well as
opportunities for innovative solutions, such
as releasing and LiveInspection, etc.

De-fl

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transport/pickup
Inspection
Claim statement w
Preparation/misc.
Pricing
Equipment descrip
Complete de-fleet

BCA handles transpor
at market prices. The
streamlined process fr
preparation, and desc
the web.

fleet

with amount
services

Auction

•
•
•
•

Online/live auctions
Price dialogue during the auction
Marketing and buyer activation
Consolidated purchasing power from
both home and abroad

After-sales

•
•
•
•
•

Complaint processing
Safe and fast settlement
Export administration (CMR)
Document handling
VAT outlays

ption
t solution

rt efficiently and
car undergoes a
rom inspection,
cription to upload to

Supply meets demand in our online
auctions, where dealers from more than 30
European countries join the bid. Dedicated
BCA teams in 14 countries ensure effective
marketing and buyer activation.

If the car is exported, BCA handles
the entire export process. In
the event of complaints, BCA is
responsible for the case, with a
goal to ensure the least possible
administration in connection with the
sale.
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T4G – PURCHASE OF CARS
AT HOME AND ABROAD
The easiest way to sell your vehicles.
We buy all cars and vans!
If you would rather not be the seller of your own vehicles, you have
the opportunity to sell your cars to T4G, which is owned by BCA.
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T4G – PURCHASE OF CARS AT HOME
AND ABROAD

GET A FREE OFFER ON THE CAR
Use the offer with your own customer when purchasing or determining stock value.

The easiest way to sell your vehicles. We buy all cars and vans!

If you would rather not be the seller of your own
We strive to always deliver the highest bid on the
vehicles, you have the
opportunity
to7sell
your cars
vehicle. We offer the same as we expect the car to
ACCEPT
WITHIN
DAYS
to T4G, which is owned
BCA.
be sold
for directly
at BCA’stoauction
– so
you
do not have to
Returnbywith
acceptance of the offer. Sell
the car
us, easily
and
conveniently.
worry about not getting the most optimal price.
WITH T4G YOU GET A NUMBER OF BENEFITS:
If we are dealing with special cars, we spend time
• We take care of the whole process and make it
obtaining bids for the cars from both home and
easy and timesaving for you as a customer
GET THE CAR READY FOR PICK-UP
abroad. This ensures that we come up with the
• We ensure faster turnover
We
book
pick-up
as
soon
as
you
accept,
transfer
agreed
bestand
offer
the first
time.amounts.
Get a free and non-binding
• We have Europe’s largest network of buyers
valuation – contact us at www.t4g-cartrade.dk
• We can come to you and inspect the cars
•

You avoid unnecessary hassle

WITH T4G YOU GET A NUMBER OF BENEFITS:
•
•
•
•
•

We strive to always deliver the highest bid on the
vehicle. We offer the same as we expect the car to
be sold for at BCA’s auction – so you do not have to
worry about not getting the most optimal price.

We take care of the whole process and make it
easy and timesaving for you as a customer
We ensure faster
turnover
GET
A FREE OFFER ON THE CAR
We have Europe’s
largest
network
of buyers
Use the offer
with your
own customer when purchasing or determining stock value.
If we are dealing with special cars, we spend time
We can come to you and inspect the cars
obtaining bids for the cars from both home and
You avoid unnecessary hassle
abroad. This ensures that we come up with the
best offer the first time. Get a free and non-binding
ACCEPT WITHIN 7 DAYS
valuation – contact us at www.t4g.dk
Return with acceptance of the offer. Sell the car directly to us, easily and conveniently.

GET THE CAR READY FOR PICK-UP
We book pick-up as soon as you accept, and transfer agreed amounts.
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BUY YOUR NEXT CAR AT BCA
BCA offers a large selection of used cars,
whether you are looking for cars or vans, with
or without tax. With approx. 5000 cars weekly
across our European auctions, you will find a
wide selection of both makes and models.
This continuous supply of cars helps to ensure
our customers a constant flow of stock cars.
Our cars come mainly from leasing, rental,
and exchange, which gives our customers
a large and varied range of virtually all car
brands.
As a buyer at BCA, you get access to all our
European auctions every week, and no matter
which of our European auctions you buy a car
at, your local BCA team will always be ready
with guidance and guide you safely through
the entire buying process.
OUR WEEKLY AUCTIONS
BCA Denmark offers an average of about
1000 vehicles every week in open auctions.
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All auctions are determined according to our
auction program and take place online, either
as live-streaming auctions or through online
bidding rounds. At our many weekly tax-free
auctions – labeled ”Tax-free” – you will find
a wide selection of primarily newer premium
cars from leasing and rental.
If you are looking for a more varied selection
of cars and vans, you will find them at our
Tuesday auction: ”Vans and cars with &
without tax”.
BCA also holds dedicated electric car auctions
every Friday, as part of our European EV
concept.
If you are looking for specific cars, and you
do not find them immediately among our
5000 weekly cars in Europe, then you have
the opportunity to create a search agent
that notifies you as soon as the cars you are
looking are put up for auction.

Should you be prevented from bidding
on an auction yourself, you can easily and
quickly activate a bidding agent to handle
the task for you.
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RECEIVE YOUR INVOICE WITHIN 24H.
All fees combined on one invoice

AFTER THE AUCTION
BAt BCA, we make sure that you as a buyer have the
least possible administration associated with your car
purchase. When you win a car at our Danish auctions,
all you have to do is pay the invoice sent to you,
after which BCA will automatically ensure delivery of
the car to you. Associated documents and personal
property will also be sent automatically with GLS/UPS.
We thus handle the transport and shipment of
ownership documents throughout Europe, for your
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safety and convenience. All auctions in Denmark are
invoiced net, which means an easy and convenient
process especially for all foreign distributors. If you
have any questions about your purchase, you can
always contact BCA’s buyer team by email or phone.
We are available before, during, and after the auction.
If you win a car at one of our foreign auctions, your
local BCA buying team will also always be ready with
instructions in relation to the import process, etc. That

way, you can always be confident in your purchase,
no matter what country you buy in. Should you be
so unlucky that the car turns out to have faults or
defects, we are also ready to help you.

This means that individuals and companies in other
industries cannot access our online auctions, which
ensures a high level of professional players on our
platform.

BCA – AN EXCLUSIVE SOLUTION
BCA is your serious and dedicated partner if you need
a new car. To trade with BCA and gain access to our
auctions, you are required to be VAT registered with
the main business of buying, selling, or leasing cars.

BCA is the exclusive solution that gives you access to
thousands of auction vehicles every week.
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